"I read on my iPad when Iâ€™m in a car, or when Iâ€™m on a plane when Iâ€™m going to a trip. When Iâ€™m at home, I read regular books," says Shota, a 3rd grade student at Indian Run Elementary School in Dublin, Ohio. â€"Maddie McGarvey for Education Week reading." "It's not interactive, ... there's one screen, and you just have to read it," he explained. "It's the same as reading a [paper] page." The added skills needed for this kind of reading take just a few minutes to teach. In comparison, what Leu calls "online reading," in which a digital text is read through the internet, requires a host of additional skills. For instance, a New York Times piece viewed on the web may contain hyperlinks, videos, audio clips, images, interactive graphics, share buttons, or a comments section-features that force the reader to stop and make decisions rather than simply reading from top to bottom. "The text is designed so that no two readers experience it in the exact same way," said Troy Hicks, a professor of literacy and technology at Central Michigan University. The reader determines, among other things, when to click on videos or hyperlinks, how long to stray from the initial text, and whether and how to pass the information along to others. The process of finding digital content to read also necessitates different skills than finding print texts. In seeking print materials, students might flip through magazines or head to the library and search through stacks of books. They learn to use a table of contents and an index to locate information within a book. But part of digital literacy is learning to search for content in an online space.
Students have to query a search engine using keywords and navigate those results, including assessing the reliability of particular authors and websites. Creating Content Digital literacy also refers to content creation. That includes writing in digital formats such as email, blogs, and Tweets, as well as creating other forms of media, such as videos and podcasts. Renee Hobbs, a professor of communication studies at the University of Rhode Island, talks about digital authorship as "a form of social power." At a weeklong "Itâ€™s on a book, on a paperback book because Iâ€™ve been reading like that since I was kid," says Hareem, a 10th grade student at Mineola High School, Mineola, N.Y. â€"Mark Abramson for Education Week professional-development institute on digital literacy held at URI this past summer, she showed examples of student activists sharing their messages about the Black Lives Matter movement through YouTube videos. Creating digital content is a "creative and collaborative process that involves experimentation and risk-taking," she said. There's more risk-taking than in print writing because digital writing is so often meant to be shared.
Sharing and Communicating
While traditional writing can be a personal endeavor, digital writing is generally intended to be communicated with others. And digital-writing tools are designed to make that easy to do. As North Carolina State's Spires and her co-author, Melissa Bartlett, wrote in a 2012 white paper about digital literacy and learning, "Web 2.0 tools are social, participatory, collaborative, easy to use, and are facilitative in creating online communities." That makes digital writing a potentially powerful lever for social good, allowing students to "actively participate in civic society and contribute to a vibrant, informed, and engaged community," as the ALA notes. It also makes digital writing a potentially dangerous tool-decisions about when and what to share online can have repercussions for a student's safety, privacy, and reputation. For that reason, learning about appropriate internet behavior is also a part of digital literacy, many say. "We need to help kids see they can use digital tools to create things and put things out into the world, but there's responsibility that comes with that," said Lisa Maucione, who attended the URI institute and who is a reading specialist for the Dartmouth public schools in Massachusetts. Evolving Technology Because the term "digital literacy" is so wideranging, it can cause confusion. What exactly is someone talking about when he or she refers to digital literacy? Is it the consumption, creation, or communication of digital material? Or is that person discussing a particular digital
